Antenna Selection in MIMO systems can increase the system capacity, reduce the MIMO system complexity and cost of radio links effectively. In this paper, a new joint antenna selection algorithm was presented which can adaptively change the number of the selected transmitting and receiving antenna number according to the channel station. It can obtain the similar system capacity with the optimal joint antenna selection algorithm in any correlation coefficient, but the calculated amount is far less than the optimal joint algorithm.
Introduction
MIMO is the product of the combination of antenna diversity and space-time processing techniques in areas of wireless mobile communications. It originates from the antenna diversity and smart antenna technology and owns both the advantages of them. MIMO technology uses multiple antennas in the transmitter and receiver end and it effectively develops the use of space dimension [1] . Thus, it can increase capacity of the system without increasing the transmitter power and bandwidth and can multiply increase the efficiency of spectrum utilization. But this performance is due to the multi-antenna configuration which calls for equipping appropriate RF link to each transmitting and receiving antenna in the corresponding end. The cost of hardware will increase significantly and the configuration and maintenance of the system will be difficult when there are too many base station users. Moreover, with the increasing of the number of antennas the complexity of encoding and decoding algorithms increases, which is very detrimental to the real-time transmission of information.
Antenna selection technique is an effective solution [2] . The performance of the system can be guaranteed and the channel capacity has little influence after antenna selection. Studies have shown that the use of a good antenna selection algorithm can increase the cost-effective of the system. As the study on the antenna selection continuing, literature [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] separately proposed some different algorithms. The optimal antenna selection algorithm described in literature [3] achieved optimal performance, but the calculated amount is too huge. Literature [4] is the antenna selection algorithm based on the maximum F-norm, which greatly reduces computation. However, Compared with the optimal algorithm, the channel capacity is very poor on the condition of channel-related or a higher SNR (signal to noise ratio). Literature [5] [6] are two sub-optimal antenna selection algorithm with regard to criteria for maximum Shannon capacity--incremental antenna selection algorithm and decreasing antenna selection algorithm .These two algorithms can get similar capacity with the optimal algorithm. But as the increasing of antenna number, the computation of the algorithm is also considerable. Literature [7] studied the antenna selection algorithm from the relevant point. The advantage of this algorithm is not needed to know the SNR of the receiver and the computation has been significantly reduced, but the channel capacity is very poor.
The above algorithms generally select the number of the fixed antennas and most make selection to only one of receiving or transmitting end of the antenna. The joint selection for transmit and receive antennas is sparse, which is very unfavorable to complex wireless communication environment.
In this paper, the antenna selection algorithm in the MIMO system has been analyzed and summarized from the perspective of maximizing channel capacity. Based on these existing algorithms, a new joint antenna selection algorithm is proposed and compared with the existing algorithms.
Simulation results show that the improved joint antenna selection algorithm can not only provide the similar channel capacity to the optimal joint algorithm ,but also change the number of the selected receiving antennas adaptively .In case of low correlation between antennas, the new algorithm uses more antennas to achieve higher channel capacity; on contrast, the new algorithm can reduce the number of antennas to meet the requirements of system capacity .In addition, the algorithm has low computational complexity to meet the requirements of the real-time transmission.
System Model
MIMO channel is assumed as quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel, RT NN  gives that the channel matrix elements are independent and identically distributed complex Gaussian variables and the mean and variance are 0 and 1 respectively. The transmit and receive correlation matrix can be definite as TX R and RX R , then the related MIMO channel matrix can be expressed as
Antenna selection algorithm selects actual R L receive antennas and T L transmit antennas from R N receive antennas and T N transmit antennas respectively, 0
E is total average power that can be got from the transmitter in a symbol cycle.
The new algorithm proposed in this paper is a joint antenna selection algorithm that transmits firstly and then receives. Supposing a MIMO system: transmitter has t N antennas and t L RF chains, receiver has r N and r L respectively. The information state of the channel is known to receiver but unknown to transmitter .The power of transmitting antenna is distributed evenly. Assuming that the symbols on each antenna element are not relevant and has normalized power . The channel has the characteristics of flat fading and it is the frequency non-selective fading channel. On one realized condition of the channel matrix H , we select t L columns from t N columns and r L lines from r N lines to realize the maximum capacity of the MIMO system.
New Joint Antenna Selection Algorithm
The new algorithm is a gradually decreasing algorithm .At the transmitting end, the antenna with the largest norm correlated coefficient is removed. It's selected by the antenna selection method based on norm and correlation. At the receiving end, the variable antenna selection based on capacity is used to select the number of antennas according to the different correlated coefficient. The standard of capacity selection is controlled by SNR. In general, the new algorithm is a objective joint antenna selection algorithm with variable number of antennas. The ideology of the antenna selection based on norm correlation is to select the antenna whose channel matrix H has biggest norm correlated coefficient and then delete it. Continue doing this until the number of the columns of the channel matrix is t L [8] .The definition of the parameters between the column vector , ij  is
 reflected the correlation of the two vectors strength .If the line correlation is weaker,  will be bigger. 
The capacity-based antenna selection algorithm is used at the receiving end. With the changing of the correlation of the antennas and SNR of the system, the selection criterion is the ratio of system capacity of the selected antenna and the maximum system capacity. That is
The steps of new antenna selection algorithm is : ) is a complex Gaussian random variable whose mean is 0, and the variance is 1. It takes SNR as variable to compare the distribution of the capacity derived from various algorithms when correlated coefficient in the receiving end changes .As there are two ways to represent capacity in the MIMO systems, that is traverse capacity and outage capacity[10], the paper take outage capacity to represent capacity and select the 10% outage capacity.
Performance Simulation and Analysis

Analysis of correlation coefficient
We can see from Fig 1 to 4 : First of all, the new algorithm and the optimal joint algorithm have similar capacity in the same channel state regardless of the correlated coefficients. With the correlated coefficient increasing, the capacities are almost similar. Secondly, the capacity derived from the new algorithm is bigger than that derived from receiving optimal algorithm and the joint receiving and transmitting random algorithm regardless of the correlated coefficient. In addition, the capacity of the new algorithm doesn't decrease much and the system outage capacity is the same as the optimal joint algorithm when the correlated coefficient is large. Therefore, the new algorithm is very suitable for the uncertain correlation coefficient in the receiving end. Since there is not huge of matrix operations at the transmitter and it uses regressive algorithm the calculated amount is far less than the optimal joint algorithm. So it's suitable for real-time transmitting. 
Analysis of the number of antenna
From Fig 5 to 8 , it can be seen that the probability of the new algorithm to choose four antennas is higher when the correlated coefficient of the receiving antennas is smaller(Such as 0 or 0.2). On the contrary, the probability of the new algorithm to choose three or two antennas is improved greatly. After using the new algorithm for the analysis of system capacity when the correlation coefficient between antennas are different, we can get the following conclusions: the new algorithm achieves higher channel capacity by selecting more antennas and will be able to meet the requirements of the higher channel capacity by choosing fewer antennas ,thus it can reduce the number of radio links and simplifies the difficult of the subsequent demodulation and decoding. The characteristics of the new algorithm to change the number of antennas adaptively can improve the capacity of MIMO system and simplify equipment of the MIMO system. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a new joint antenna selection algorithm was proposed which uses the idea of the maximum norm and the minimum correlation in the transmitter. It uses the Variable Antenna Selection which bases on capacity in the transmitter and use SNR to control the standards after choosing the channel capacity.
It is based on the different correlated coefficients in the receiver to select antennas. In general the algorithm is a variable number of joint antenna selection algorithm. The simulation results show that the new algorithm and the optimal joint antenna selection algorithm are similar in capacity regardless of correlated coefficient in the receiver. Compared with the receiver antenna selection it has a higher capacity when the number of antennas is constant. And the new algorithms can be adaptive to change the number of receiving antennas. The new algorithm achieves higher channel capacity by selecting more antennas and will be able to meet the requirements of the higher channel capacity by choosing fewer antennas, thus it can reduce the number of radio links and simplifies the subsequent demodulation and decoding. Therefore, the new algorithm can be applied to the wireless environments which have different relativity. Because of its strong self-adaptive linking, it reduces the number of the selected antenna and meets the system's channel capacity requirements. Therefore, it is more flexible in practical applications. In addition, the algorithm has low computational complexity, so it is able to meet the requirements of the real-time signal transmission.
